All of Us Villains

Amanda Foody and Christine Lynn Herman

The blockbuster co-writing debut of two up-and-coming powerhouses, All of Us Villains is The Hunger Games with magic

You Fell in Love With the Victors of the Hunger Games. Now Prepare To Meet the Villains of the Blood Veil.


Every generation, at the coming of the Blood Moon, seven families in the remote city of Ilvernath each name a champion to compete in a tournament to the death.

The prize? Exclusive control over a secret wellspring of high magick, the most powerful resource in the world—one thought long depleted.

This year, thanks to a salacious tell-all book, the seven champions are thrust into worldwide spotlight, granting each of them new information, new means to win, and most importantly: a choice: accept their fate or rewrite their story.

But this is a story that must be penned in blood.

PRAISE

“Positively wicked in all the right ways. This series is my new obsession, and I cannot wait to devour the next one. With its innovative magic system, a twisted cast of characters you somehow can’t help but love, and a plot that will leave you on the edge of your seat, All of Us Villains is addicting from start to finish. I’m obsessed.”
—Adalyn Grace, New York Times bestselling author of All the Stars and Teeth

“Both glittering with magic and drenched in blood, All of Us Villains kept me up at night with its heart-pounding pace and layered mysteries. I'll be waiting for Book Two with bated breath and bitten nails.”
—Sara Holland, New York Times...

AMANDA FOODY is the YA and middle grade author of The Shadow Game series, the Wilderlore series, and more. Formerly a tax accountant, Amanda lives in Boston, and you can find her on Twitter and Instagram at @amandafoody.

CHRISTINE LYNN HERMAN is the author of YA novels about magic, monsters, and growing up, including The Devouring Gray duology and The Drowning Summer. Writing updates (and cat pictures) can be found on Twitter and Instagram at @christineexists.
Lily to the Rescue: Foxes in a Fix

W. Bruce Cameron

A new addition to the irresistible chapter book series from the New York Times bestselling author of A Dog's Purpose, featuring Lily, a rescue dog who rescues other animals!

Lily lives with her girl, Maggie Rose. Once a stray, Lily was rescued by the kind people at the animal shelter run by Maggie Rose’s mom. Now she has a very important purpose: to rescue other animals in trouble.

When a litter of arctic foxes escape from the zoo and must be found before they get into a fix, it’s Lily to the rescue!

PRAISE

“A delightful story that will be a welcome addition to a school or home library.” —National Parenting Product Awards

“Ellie’s view of the world is spot-on, feeling just like the thoughts dogs must have, particularly her disdain for cats (not worth training) and her anxious concern for people who aren’t busy playing with her (‘It was too bad. They had nothing to do’). ...A satisfying and illuminating tale.” —Kirkus Reviews on Ellie’s Story

“A charming and delightful story about what it means to be a working dog. ...The book is a must for middle-school libraries.” —VOYA on Ellie’s Story

W. BRUCE CAMERON is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of A Dog's Purpose, A Dog's Journey, A Dog's Way Home, and the young reader novels, Bailey's Story, Bella's Story, Cooper's Story, Ellie's Story, Lily's Story, Max's Story, Molly's Story, Shelby's Story, and Toby's Story. He lives in California.

BruceCameronBooks.com
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MARKETING

Marketing Campaign
- National print and online media campaign
- National author tour
- Prepublication buzz campaign, including trade, consumer, and educational advertising
- National online advertising campaign targeting young readers, parents, educators, and dog enthusiasts
- Dedicated website for Bruce Cameron’s young readers’ books: BruceCameronKidsBooks.com
- Cross promotions with author’s extensive Facebook fan base
- Extensive school and library marketing including conference promotions
- Download...

ALSO AVAILABLE

Lily to the Rescue: The Three Bears
3/2022 | 9781250762498

Lily to the Rescue: Lost Little Leopard
2/2021 | 9781250762597
Some Faraway Place

A Bright Sessions Novel

Lauren Shippen

The third stand-alone Bright Sessions novel features Rose, who not only enters dreams, but meets the girl of her own.

Rose Atkinson’s mother can see the future. Her father can move things he doesn’t touch. Her brother Aaron can read minds. And Rose, well, she makes a mean spaghetti bolognese.

Everyone else in her family is Atypical, which means they manifested an ability that defies the limits of the human experience. At nineteen, well past the average age of manifestation, Rose is stuck defending her decision not to go to college and instead working in the kitchen of a local restaurant, hoping to gain the experience she needs to become a chef.

When a rollerblading accident sends her to the hospital, Rose meets a girl she can’t forget and she starts to feel like maybe her life isn’t quite so small. But when she starts falling asleep mid-conversation, she thinks, then again maybe I’m doomed to never have good things.

Rose should be happy to learn that she’s Atypical after all—that diving into dreams makes her a part of her family in the way she always wanted. But the more time she spends in the dreamworld, the more complicated her ability becomes. Trying to balance her work, her power, and a girlfriend who doesn’t know about Atypicals, Rose seeks help. But she soon discovers that being Atypical comes with dangers she never could have imagined. Even her carefully constructed dreamworld isn’t safe.

This is the story of Atypical Rose, who discovers that your dreams coming true isn’t always a good thing.

PRAISE

For The Infinite Noise:
#5 Bestseller on NPD's YA Hardcover List
Book Riot's “Best Books of 2019”

“Enthralling.” —Shelf Awareness

“A queer love story for anyone who’s ever felt like an outsider.... A thoughtful and tender exploration of mental health, it will make you want to go to therapy, whether you have superpowers or not.” —Britta Lundin, Riverdale screenwriter and author of Ship It

“Marvelous.” —Sarah Gailey, Hugo Award winning author of Magic for Liars

For A Neon Darkness:
The second stand-alone Bright Sessions novel features villain Damien, who can make anyone want what he wants.

Robert Gorham always gets what he wants. But the power of persuasion is as potent a curse as it is a blessing.

Robert is alone until a group of strangers who can do impossible things—produce flames without flint, conduct electricity with their hands, and see visions of the past—welcome him. They call themselves Unusuals and they give Robert a new name too: DAMIEN.

Finally, finally he belongs. As long as he can keep his power under control.

But control is a sacrifice he might not be willing to make.

**PRAISE**

“A deliciously dark, genre-bending look at the thrill and danger of intoxicating power. Shippen creates a world—and a family—that you'd do just about anything to be a part of.” —Charlotte Nicole Davis, author of *The Good Luck Girls*

“Shippen combines an exciting plot with diverse characters...This may be the best Bright Sessions content yet as well as an excellent starting point for those unfamiliar with this world. A creative and compelling read.” —*Kirkus Reviews*

“A rich cast of secondary characters and gripping plot twists keep readers interested until the last page. Damien’s use of control to gain human connection and its moral implications ...”

LAUREN SHIPPEN, author of *The Infinite Noise*, is a writer best known for her work in fiction podcasts. She is the creator and sole writer of the popular audio drama, *The Bright Sessions*. She also wrote *MARVELS*, an audio adaptation of the popular comic, released in 2019 by Marvel and Stitcher. Lauren was named one of *Forbes's* 2018 30 Under 30 in Media and one of *MovieMaker Magazine’s* and Austin Film Festival’s 25 Screenwriters to Watch. She was born in New York City and grew up in Bronxville, New...
Each of Us a Desert

Mark Oshiro

From ALA Schnieder Family Book Award-winner and Lamda Literary finalist Mark Oshiro comes a powerful coming-of-age fantasy novel about finding home and falling in love amidst the dangers of a desert...

Xochitl is destined to wander the desert alone, speaking her troubled village's stories into its arid winds. Her only companions are the blessed stars above and enigmatic lines of poetry magically strewn across dusty dunes.

Her one desire: to share her heart with a kindred spirit.

One night, Xo's wish is granted—in the form of Emilia, the cold and beautiful daughter of the town's murderous conqueror. But when the two set out on a magical journey across the desert, they find their hearts could be a match... if only they can survive the nightmare-like terrors that arise when the sun goes down.

Fresh off of Anger Is a Gift's smashing success, Oshiro branches out into a fantastical direction with their new YA novel, Each of Us a Desert.

PRAISE

“I have been trying to find words that envelop my feelings for this book into a cohesive sentence, but since that could take years — this book is a stunning, incredible journey showing the ways that storytelling is an integral part of life.”
—Buzzfeed, Best YA Speculative Fiction of 2020

“Oshiro leaves mouths parched with their second novel.... beautiful to read.”
—Booklist

“This ambitious, organically Spanish-studded examination of trauma stays adventurous and accessible, resulting in a grace-filled, loving declaration of human value and worth.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review

“Oshiro deftly weaves an intricate, allegorical, and often g...”

MARK OSHIRO is the Hugo Award nominated writer of the online Mark Does Stuff universe (Mark Reads and Mark Watches), where they analyze book and TV series. Their debut novel, Anger Is a Gift, was a recipient of the Schneider Family Book Award for 2019. Their lifelong goal is to pet every dog in the world.
Eventide

Sarah Goodman

Now in paperback! An evocative YA historical fantasy thriller by debut author Sarah Goodman, for fans of Jennifer Donnelly and Libba Bray

MADNESS, SECRETS, AND LIES

Wheeler, Arkansas, 1907

When their father descends into madness after the death of their mother, Verity Pruitt and her little sister Lilah find themselves on an orphan train to rural Arkansas.

In Wheeler, eleven-year-old Lilah is quickly adopted, but seventeen-year-old Verity is not. Desperate to stay close to her sister, Verity indentures herself as a farmhand. But even charming farm boy Abel Atchley can’t completely distract her from the sense that something is not quite right in this little town. Strange local superstitions abound, especially about the eerie old well at the center of the forest. The woods play tricks, unleashing heavy fog and bone-chilling cold…and sometimes visions of things that aren’t there.

But for Verity, perhaps most unsettling of all is the revelation that her own parents have a scandalous history in this very town. As she tries to unearth the past, sinister secrets come with it—secrets that someone will go to violent lengths to protect….

A haunting tale of long-buried secrets, small-town scandal, and single-minded vengeance by talented debut novelist Sarah Goodman.

PRAISE

A BEA YA Buzz Pick
A SIBA Fall Okra Pick
A Once Upon a Book Club Subscription Box Selection

“An engaging historical novel with fantastical elements.”—School Library Journal

“Eventide is my favorite sort of book: a pitch-perfect historical ghost story, creepy and beautiful in equal measure. I am looking forward to whatever Sarah Goodman brings us next!”—Elizabeth C. Bunce, Morris Award-winning author

Sarah Goodman is a former newspaper writer who lives with her husband and three children in a town of 280 people and several thousand cows. Despite growing up on a farm, she remains leery of all barnyard fowl. When she’s not writing, Sarah enjoys going for runs with her dogs and drinking not-too-sweet-tea. Eventide is her first novel.
The Brightest Night

Jennifer L. Armentrout

The thrills, drama, and intrigue continue in the third installment of the Origin series from #1 New York Times bestselling author Jennifer L. Armentrout

He is the darkest star.
She is the burning shadow.
And together, they will bring about the brightest night.

Less than a year ago, Evelyn Dasher was a normal girl, living a safe, rather unremarkable life—a life that was a total lie. Now she’s learned the truth about who she was and what she is.

Hidden within Zone 3, she knows that if she loses control of her dangerous abilities again, she not only puts everyone in the secret community at risk, but also the beautiful, deadly inhuman Luc. He will do anything to keep her safe. Lie. Barter. Beg. Kill.

But there are truths that not even Luc can prepare for, and as Evie’s abilities evolve, the consequences of everything he’s done turn devastating.

Luc is stepping into the darkness. But Evie might already be lost to the shadows.

#1 New York Times, USA Today, and internationally bestselling author Jennifer L. Armentrout returns to the world of the Lux with this steamy, shocking third installment of the Origin series that will leave readers reeling.

PRAISE

PRAISE FOR THE DARKEST STAR

"Highly Anticipated." —Entertainment Weekly

“Thrilling.” —Hypable

“A Must.” —Booklist

JENNIFER L. ARMENTROUT is a #1 New York Times, USA Today, Amazon, iBooks, and international bestselling author of the Lux series and other books for teens and adults. She is a #1 bestseller in Germany and Italy, and a top seller in markets around the world. Her young adult novels have sold over a million copies since 2011 in the US alone, and have been finalists for the Goodreads Choice Awards and many others. Jennifer lives in West Virginia with her husband and dogs.
Warriors of Wing and Flame

Sara B. Larson

Now in paperback! Acclaimed author Sara B. Larson continues her enchanting YA fantasy duology with a timeless fairytale feel in an original voice

The doorway between the magical Visempirum and the human world has been reopened. Paladin are once more living in the citadel where Zuhra and Inara grew up completely isolated by the magical hedge that trapped them there. Amidst the brewing conflict between the Paladin and humans looms the threat of Barloc, who has stolen Inara’s immense power and continues to elude the Paladin who are desperately searching for him.

In this sequel to Sisters of Shadow and Light, Inara and Zuhra must navigate the treacherous paths of self-discovery, their love for each other, and for the boys who have captured their hearts. Together, they search for the strength within themselves to bridge the divide between the two worlds they inhabit, even as war threatens to destroy everything—and everyone—they love.

PRAISE

"I was completely swept away with this fierce magical story of broken family, and sisters trying to survive a mysterious past. Larson has created a spellbinding world that has all the elements I love--magic, mystery, romance, and sisterhood! I can't wait for more!"—Mary E. Pearson, New York Times bestselling author of The Kiss of Deception

"A rare beauty that will grip your heart and steal your breath away."—Jennifer A. Nielsen, New York Times bestselling author of The Traitor's Game

“Larson’s bold and imaginative tale of sisterhood, magic, and monsters is a deft exploration of loneliness, family, and friendship inside a citadel hedged by lie...

SARA B. LARSON is the bestselling and critically acclaimed author of the YA fantasy Defy trilogy and the Dark Breaks the Dawn duology. She lives in Utah with her husband, their four children, and their Maltese, Loki. When she’s not mothering or writing, you can often find her at the gym repenting for her sugar addiction.
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